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Foreword

Fun with Cuissnalre Rods has been designed to be used with
kindergarten children with an emphasis upon free play and game
oriented activities to lay the foundation for more advanced
mati-ematical concepts. Available and to be used irith the written
program are a set of transparencies and a set of self-checking
cards which may be obtained for the trekindervarten-Kindergarten
Research Center when they are needed. The transparencies rein-
force activities planned to developopecial relationships,
patterning, the concepts of trains and squares. The cards are
tc be used by an individual child to increase familiarity with
the rods emphasizing that two smell rods can be equal in length
to cne of the longer rods. These have been produced in color, with
the answers on the back.

Appreciation is expressed to krs. Urace Williams for compil-
ing the materials for the program. She has used the activities
described and found them to'be successful with kindergarten
children,
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Introduction

The Guisenaire rods are learning aide to supplement themathematics propram. £hey can be used in preceptuel training,too.

These lessons were designed es aids for the befinninp teacherof the rods. it is not necessary tc have training in k;uisenaire
methods to use this material. The teacher will learn with thecLfldren en6 from the children. It's fun....try it!

3
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1-rekindergarten Research Ocnteir

Perceptual Training Using Cuisenair-e Rods

The appeal of the rods de clops sepsory perceptions of
the child as he see," "touches , and 'feels the rods. The colors
are plsesing, the shapes and lengths are intriEuilig end the wood
surfac,r deliFhts the child's sense of touch, rne teacher for the
most pqrt will use she rods as a learning aid to arouse the child's
mathemrtical instinct, The ,,uisenaire rods are an excellent and
appropriate readiness tool to give a chile practice in preceptual
skill_a to develop learning ability.

visual -Motor skills just seeing and menipulating the rods will
make for improvement in visual -motor functiaping. Lqaring the play

activities this basic skill is being developed.

Visual Aemor of s acial Relationships This is a readiness
skITT:» the child needs for beginning reading. Test 9 in the
ITFA piles indication of the child's ability of this skill in relaticn
to his lie. The teacher cen use transparencies 1 through 10 on the
overheej projector with the rods to give a child practice 17 this
ski11. classreem needs to be set up so children can view the
projection screen frcm their tables aria work with the rots at the
same time.

Directions for use of Transparencies #1 through 10 for Visual Memory
are so they cgriVregicreen and use reds at he

same time.

2, Triage of one pattern on transpekency #1 is projected on screen.
The other pattern cn sheet will be blocked out if e plain sheet
or gaper is placed over that p;rt of tranrperency.

4hild tells what he sees. In the beginning he tells the colors
of the rods but encourage him to tell if the white rod is to
the left of the orange red or the orange red is at the right
of the white. Tell the children to think about the pattern
they sea.

3. Turn rcjectcr off end ask children to reproda.le the pattern
they have just seen on tha screen with the reds. The tendency
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Prekindergarten Research Center

to reverse designs should be called to a child's attention.
After a child has made his pattern with the rods, ask him
to tell whet he has done.

14. Turn the projector on and let children see if they were correct.

5. Give the transparency a (7)0 degree turn and again go through
steps I through 4 above. Thus the pattern on each transparency
can beused in eau, positicns. the use of transparencies in
the above way will give children experience in speciel relation-
ships.

Verbalizing the relative position of the red is a rood language as
well as vieual experience ter the child. IT' tranRparencies kl
through le, children see the rods "above," below ,"over, "under",
"beside", "before"? "after", "next", "in the middle", "in between",
"to the right of", to the left of," etc. By turning the transparen-
cies on the projector a quarter turn of a circle or 90 degrees,
the toils take a new position.

uradually, the time spent for studying end talking about the patter"
is decreased and the number of rods in the pattern is increased se
the child's visual imagery and memory span improve. 'with trainine,
the teacher flips patterns cn and off the screen as fast as posstle
end ehiicren are able to reproduce it: child learns he is,

1. to look 3. to do
2. to think 4. to see if he is correct

This is a fast moving activity and also develops the ability to
attend.

yisual memory is being trained when child responds to queetion,
I am thinking or a rod as long as four white ones."

Auditory Traininc 16hen a child follows the teeeher's directions
as as blue red and place it end to end with a red rod his
auditory memory is being trained with an awareness of correct respdris...;
cn the basis of the rods selected.

The patterns Al shown on transparencies #1 through 10 can he used.
examples: I. "Take a blue red and palce it unuer a red roc."
After of.ildren have reprodu3ed this pattern transparency 2* can be
shown on screen.

iv



Prekindergarten Recearch Center

2. Take a rod and place it between a
and a rod ea-TO-end.

Show transparency which has this Tattern.

Walking Board for Rod-Aeleased Whole Body ixercises....,Mark off
a walking board into-EiFriqual parts, each equivalent to a white
rod. Mark each with tape.

Begin with simple sequence stepping, counting aloud as each step
is taken. .e or additional skill the teacher calls out steps for the
child to take out of order. Later on the board may be used to rein-
force other rod discoveries in adding, subtracting, etc.



SCFOOT, DISTRICT OF IPTIVERFJTY CITY
Prekindergarten Research Center

CUISFNATRE RODS

Cuisenaire rods can be an integral part of the kinder-
garten mathematical program. A child needs many different
math experiences for total development. There are inherent
mthematical abilities in each child which needs to be brougtt
forth. Cuisenaire rods are related colored rods in units of
square centimeters. By manipulating the rods children can
rain understanding of increasing and decreasing structure of
our number system and progress in classification of math con-
cepts.

The Advantage of group activities with Cuisenaire rods
are: 1) each child participates in manipulating concrete
objects; 2) child gains skill in fine visual-motor express-
ion; 3) mAtn is fun: Each child succeeds at his level.

General Information

Cuisenaire rods should be easily available for classroom
use. Tne bans of 72 rods ere awkward for tre kindereerten
crild to handle. The sets are more available to the child if
stored in flat hosiery boxes. The supplementary boxeseof 155
rods are excellent to use with proup activities. One DOX is
needed for eech group of four children. These boxes are
partitioned for each size rod. Chiloren benefit from matching
size and color in putting the rods away. Additional sets of
write roe:s will probably be needed.

Item

CX-51)

CG-7

CG -1F

CE-W

CH-Yd

reser o on Un Price

Classroom_K11/?5baes of 72 rods) t57.50_

One lot (5bags,of 72 rods) ?'11.50

Cuisenaire Rods Su. lementsr box of 155 t 6.95

5C White rods 1 1.00

1000 White rods _S12.50

-1-



Prekindergarten Research Center

Sets Can be purchased from:

Cuisenaire Company of tnerica, Inc.
9 Elm Avenue
'fount Vernon, New York 10550

Free Play

Cuisenaire rods are first presented to children, a lorg
period of "free play" is recommended, Children benefit from 'any
periods in which they can express themselves creatively and make
di::coveries of their own. Through "free play" chl]dren will
unconsciously gain knowlede of many math relationships.

Introduction of Rods

Why not Introduce the rods to the whole group with a "spark"
of er.thusias!:1. Children will capture your delight and be off to
a 'rood stqrt,

Explain, how rods are stored.
It Is bi3:,t to keep rods on the table.

"De oaref1)1 of the white one
3ecause he's little and likes to run."

Let children play with rods. Teacher will view each child's
work with delight. A few children may need help in Pettin7,
started. Yelp them choose a few rods and proceed. Suggest that
Children sto) working and walk around and view what other children
have done. First remind them to be careful. 4 ,jar of the table
:nay send rods tu-nbling. 411ow adequate time to nut rods away.
Remind children to out rods away carefully.

"Were you careful of the white one?
Check your floor and see if be 'oas run!"

Show children where rods are kept in the clasvroom. Su.;r7est
the might like to play with them aglin during choice_te.

-2-



prekinde.Tarten Research Center

The followinq lessons are suggesti:as to five a little
variety to "free ..play" activities with the Cuisenairb rods.

Lesson 2

Again let children proceed on their own and do what they
please with the rods. It's amazing how creatively children can
express themselves. Perhaps children who were hesitant before
are better adjusted and more familiar with the rods and can
proceed without he]p this time. Teacher can comment on each
child's activity.

Today ask several children to tell What they have made.
Again allow plenty of time for housekee:)Ing.

-3 _



Pr6indergarten Research Center

Lesson 3 Something Pretty

As a stimulus to rod play sugetit that the ctildren make
"something pretty." Some may make flat desi7ns or patterns
and others may build in 3 D- as with blocks.

Teacter notices what each end is doing. Ohooae a
at eact table to choose one he likes. Have that ohIld tell
about it.

Other variations to make:

SometYinv funny
Somethin7, big
Sometting little
Make a house
Make a railroad track



Prekindergarten lieeearch Center

Lesson 4 Cuisenaire Picture

Surest that the children make a picture using the rods.
The children may enjoy viewing acct: other's work s7,air. Choose
a few children to talk aoout their effort.

Math note to Teacher 'Pile seed for understanding the "one
more" concept should be planted early in the year. The "one
more" pattern in the natural order of whole numbers is introduced
wt en the child relates the nt.miper one to the number two, one and
one more makes two. The kindergarten teacher should provide an
environment in which this seed can germinate slowly and in many
different ways. This can oe done with blocks, children, discs,
etc. Ohildrsnosn walk, jump or clap tfis "one more" pattern:

Two and one more is 9

Three and one more is 9

Four and one more is 9

This "one 'lore" loneept will Leused in later lessons using,
the Cuisenaire rods. It is to early tc introduce it now with
the rods.

Continue with "free play" activities.

-5.



Prekindergarten Research Center

Lesson ' Colors

Discuss colors with the children. The teacher might ask
the group if all the colors of the rainbow are represented in
Cuisenaire rods. Ask children to hold up: a red rod, orst:pe,
yellow,eTeen (comment on the cwo green).

"What can you tell abou% the light preen rod?'
(It's little or it's s}.ort)

"What do you notice about the dark Preen rod?"
(It's long or itts bip)

Continue having children show a blue rod and a Furple rod.
Ask,"4re 91: the colors of tie rainbow here?"

"Did we name all the rods?" Yes, we have a white rod and a
black one too.

For "free play" today let each ch!ld build with a specific
color. Ifter rods are-put awry play the following game which is
to reirforce recognition of rod colors

rote 1! For Teacher use only Color in rods are non -toxic
vegetable dyesBut for -e it to reasons the rods should be handle0
z.roperly. Color notation for rods is as follows:

w-white d-dark grem
r-red k-Flack
g-light Eyeen n-brovT
p-orple u-blue
y-yellow o-orange

It is not necessary for children to learn notations. Color names
will be soon replaced by number names.

Color 1.aLdlies of reds..color deepens with length.

1. Red red, purple, brown
2. Yellow.., yellow, orange
3. blue- green light green, dark preen, blue

Related activities

1. Drism.., to show that the white rods belong to all rods,show
how sunlight is filtered into colors of the rainbow by using

glass nrism.

2. Color Fash... to show that black rods are made from all colors,
Nix a batch of paint by using all colors.

-5-



Prekindergarten Research Center

Cuisenaire Color Game

Procedure: Children sit in a circle
One child is Cuisenaire man. He carriee about five
rods in his hands and walks around circle in front
of children az group sins to tune of Here We Go
Round the Allberry Bush.

Now we play our Cuisenaire genie, our color gax,e, our

color Now we pl ay our Cuisenaire game

so Guess Yn a't I have ners.

The Cuisenaire man holds one rod in front of child. Child
receives rod if he can tell its color and sits in the middle of the
circle with it. Song is repeated until all rods are given out. The
Cuisenaire man says to children with rods

"Fide your rod beMnd you.
I would like a Red rod."

CYild with rod rod gives it to hin and returns to eirc]e.



Prekindergarten Research Center

Lesson 6,.... picture Frame Game

This is a good exercise for children to gain skill in
pattern sequence. Show children how to make a frame using
four of the lon rods (orange or blue). Any way will de
acceitable. Allow children to fill in pattern.

111/0111111

If child has s)aces ask," Which rod might fit in here?"
Faye child make another '.1s!ng a r1ifferent size rod for the
frane.

-6-
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Prekindergarten aecearch Center

Lesson 7 A show childreil a pattern of one rod repeate in the
same position. Use the term repeated' with children.

.1111=MI

have children make a pattern repeating cne rod.Change position of
this rod and make a different pattorn.

1-1
Change position again.

0
Reverse posfton.

b, 6how children pattern of two rods repeaGe . Iransparency 11
can be used at this time. Let only one pattern be seen. (Other
patterns will be vaocked out if a sheet of paper is placed over them.)

Lirect child's attention to the two rods being repeated in the same
position.

Jdirect childreA to examine the shapes and think about the pattern.
Ask, "Whet would come next?
nave eileren repeat and ccnttnue pattern with their rods.



Prekindergarten Research 'enter

C. As children gain proficiency increase the number of rods and
complexity of the pattern to be repented.

Transperencies 11, 12, 13, 14, go with this le3son.

D. uive the child opportunities to devise patterns with specific
relationships or let him create his own.

-1C-
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Prekindergarten Research Center

Lesson 8 Geometric Shapes

Direct children to make a square shape by using the rods.
Too much time should not be spent on the shapes at this stage.
Later lessons will be more specific. Children will make the
square in different ways. Some will make a solid. Otters
will make an outline.

Suggest clildren make a

Pave children make a cross.

"Can you make a circle?"
(Some will, using white rods)

Can you make a triangle?"

a
-10-
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1)12212gmantal Ideas in Math being Cuiseneire gods

If the "one mere4 concept has been introduced in the kinder-
garten mathematics program as suggested in Lesson 4, the children
are randy for this lesson using, the rods, the staircase pattern of
the rods showing the increasing concept is a pattern we want children
to discover for themselves. It is doubtful that kindercarten
children will make this discovery without some stimulus from the
teacher. The one more" game may help lead into this discovery.

Lesson 91 Lirect the children to play "one more" with the rods.
UTTistthey play it any way they please. Their neighbor will have
a different icia and he will play it his way. This is i.cod1
Play the game one more" their own way.

As the children are doing the activity,teachej C,A
make inquiry of an individual child as to how he is playing one
more." Children are so ingenious when it comes to expressing them-
selves this way. Some will build with the rods flat end some will
have them stand up,

As a cnclusion for this activity it is weIlofor the
teacher to show how various children have played ore more. If a
child has made the staircase, save this one for last. Ask the child
to tell about whet he has drne and point out to the children that
each rod is a step higher than the next. Introduce the term "steir-
case so children will become acquainted with it,

After the children have discovered the staircase
pattern they are ready to learn relationships between the oods.
This is a directed activity and is best when a teacher works with
e smen froup.

. I CI



Prekindergarten Research Center

Lesson 10a....Ask, "Which is smallest rod?" (White) 00
Let's take a white rod and put it in front of us.

"Next to this white rod IoM's put another white rod." 011

"Now let's add one more rod to this one."

"Can you find a rod that is as ionr. as the two white rods and put
it next to it."

What rod I:5 it?
II

Yes, is is e red one.

This time let's take three white rods.
Is there a rod es long es three white rods?
kw; it next to the three rods.

Now let's put fcur white rcd3 end see if we can find e rod that is
the some sire.

a E5 [1]
the same with five whitl rods.

oalopi

En LI
At this point show the transparency (#15). Using a pencil es
pointer show them again that a red .od is the same as two white ones;
light rreen equals three white ones; a purple is equalivalent to four
whites and a yellow is the same as.five whites,

Ask: ''If we call the white rod 1, what caa we cell the red rod?
Yes, 2.

"If the white rcd is 1, ie!st can we call the li t green?" (3)

Qech time it is best to say we we call the white rcd 1." nods are
multivalent which means rods can take on dl.frerent value depending
cn whet we define as 1.
Continue question for purple And yellow.

-12-
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Prekindergirten Research Center

Lesson 10b....Have children find rods equivalent to 6,7,6,9,10white reds and nroceed as in lesson 10a.

Note..Make a three-dimension bulletin board of rods for easy referral.(See example on pope 14)

-13-
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Prekindergarten Aescarch Center

Jhe next several lessons Involve children in vitivities that
help them learn number names of the rDds and to discriminate
beween them.

Lesson 11 Luess tMhich One?

A. L'irect children to choose two rods such as; a 2 roe and a 9 rod
and hide them behird their bncks.

Say:"how me the C rod,"
"how did you tell?"
"ghat color is W

',ont!nue for combination of rode. At first choose rods which
vary preatly and then choose rods zloser in size.

Tencher sa:7s: "I'm not the longest or the shortest rod.
I em between 2 and L. who am I?'

Or she nay say: "I am longer than red but shorter than purple."

above eotivitIes using three roes.

Note to teacher: introduce the following words fa, meth vocabulary:

short longer
shorter - longer
next to - between

-15-
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Prekindergarten hesearch Center

Lesson 12 Number GAMS

Procedure: zach child is given a Ouisenaire rod. Chilr'ren sit in
a circle with their hands behind them. Ohfluren sing
to tune "Tommy Thumb."

air111111111/
A1111=1

gi
* Here I am Here I am, Well, how do you do.

* On words "here I 8M" children who have the 1 rod stand up.
They sit down at end of song. Scng is repeated for number 2,
number 3, etc.



Prekindergarten gesearcb Center

Lesson 13 Grab Bag

Several rcds (start with 3) are put in a bag or box. '41ild
reaches in and tAkes one. He tells which one he has selected
beforo he sees it. The teacher may ask:

"how did you know?"
how could you tell?
"What makes you think that?"

Another variation of the game is ."or the teacher to put
several rods in a bag. A child is requested to put his hand in
and Crab a.3 or the light green rod.

while children era beooming acquainted with tr.e names of the
rods, it is well to use both the color name and the number name.
Aith the white rod being 1)

-17-
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Prekindergarten Heeearnh Center

Lesson 14 Cover Up

Children mol. an array of rods on their table. The stair-
case pattern is a good a?,ranpement. A parer towel is put over
eAch child's rod. when he feels under the paper for a Anectfic
rca as directed.

Another activity that the children enjoy doing is to cover a
misceleneous arrangement of rods with a pater towel. ' hildren
reach under paper and choose s rod to built? steps.

1

t.4
4
3

ir

,111110111

ar- a-
0

3
4.0
a

-18-
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Lesson 15 Musics" gods

This game is pleyed like musics' chairs. gods are placed on
tables and children march around stopping by a rod when music Ftcps.
If each child .tells the color and nqmber of his rod he ploys the
next round. child who has no rod or misses his turn sits down.

gemovto a few rods each time so there are less rods than
children playing.

-19-
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Prekindergarten Aesearch Center

Lesson 16 I SPY

this game is the bepinning addition using the rods. Use
both color name and number name. Teachsr begins game:

I:I spy with my little eye."
A rod that is as long as red and light preen
or 2 and 3.

"Show me with your rods."

Lirect children to put the red and white rods "end-to-end" and
put the yellow rod next to them to see if they pre the same.

re.41 wit

yell°vl

If we put the Preen rod first and than the red rod, would it
still be as long as a yellow rod?

Note to teacher: The. expression "end-to-end" is used in this lesson.
Introduce it and start using it with the children.

-2C-
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LO3SOD 17...-,.Train Gems
A "train" with Cuisensire rods consists of two or more ears

(rods) placed "end-to-end". Trains can have names. A train of a
red (2) rod and a light green (3) would be a 5 train. wars on s
train can be reversed. A light green (3) and a red (2) would still
oe a 5 train. Use transparencies # 1*, 2*, 3*, 4*, 5*, 6*, 7*, *,
9*, and 1C* for this lesson.

Lirect child to make trains or two cars. then 3 cars.

Note to teacher: i,ncourage the reversal of patterns.

Challenge td children: If you have a train of white, tight green
and yellow, how many different ways can
you arrange the cars: show me.
(Answer: 6 ways.

ti.gr. yd..,

N., dr. VA. ye,/low

lt. Ir. y.:low

v_Lij yellow 11. ir.

yelloo It. Ir. WI)

re Ilovi ,,,C it. V:

21..
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Lesson le Squares

Children ere asked to make a square using only one color
rods. leacher comments on diferent squares diffe.vent children
have made.

l'irect children to make a square using as few red rods as
possible. Flow many does it require? (2)

what I* toe least number or rods we need fcr a light green
square? (3)

yellow 5
dk. preen 6
black 7
brown 6
blue 9
orange 10
white 1.

Have children make one

o m iCni [IL

What can you tell about our squares? If you arranged rods
FoinR the other way would you still have a square?

Note to teicher....Discoveries of netcerns is one of our goals in
meth.

Extra Challenge to Children Can you make a square using all the
Culsenaire rods. You may have tc
use 2 of each, After children have
worked cn this problem severyl times
show them the answer key...Transparency

-22-
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Lesson 19 Train Game for Two

By using the train game children are introduced to the idea
of addition and subtraction. Kindergarten children are exposed tr,
these ideas end are led to discover foots. They are not expected
to master them. The experience of putting rods tofether to make
a longer rod and taking a rod away will add to their beckground
which leads to better understanding.

Leacher directs lesson:

A. Put a 2 or red rod in front of you,
how many white or (1) rods placed end -to -and will make a train
as long as the red rod? Yes, a white or 1 rod and another white
rod makes a train AS long as the 2 rod. we can look at our
train and read the story it tells.

1+1= 2 (one and one make two)

Teacher writes number story on blackboard or overhead projector.

B. Now, if we take one white rod away, how many white rods Pre left?
rie can say:

2-1=rl

how much longer is a red rcd than a white?

-23-
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Lesson 20 Train Game for Three

A. how many white rods does it take to make a white train as a 3
(light green) rods?

Dolt.
Itl.

I I

Who can read the story our train tells?

Say; If white is 1, three whites are as long as 3.

1+141 v.: 3 (write for children to see)

B. This time use two (Afferent colored rods and make a train as
long as the 3 rod. can you make another train? Tell no what
train you discovered?

Children tell teac er as she writes it.

2 1 -.7-- 3 and 1 + 2= 3. Bring cut the fact that the first
train is the reversed of the otter. This is the commutative
law in math.

C. :n discovering the subtracting facts it is simpler for children
to see if one two car train is used at a time.

Put the 2 (red) sat I ( white) train under the 3 rod. The 3 rod
is how much infer than the 2? If I take the one rod away,
what is left?

3 - 1 2

Now put it back, Ir I take the 2 rod away what is let?

3 - 2= 1



Irekindergerten iteseerch Center

Lesson 21 Train Game for four [11

A. Start with a 4 rod in front of each child. Ask them to make
trains as long as the 4 rod using white ones. Ask children to
read whet they have found and write story.

I +1+1+1= 4 [-I

Reinforce idea if white rod is 1, four white rods make a purple
rod.

B. Let the children use 2 rods, and see how many different two car
trains they can find as lonp as the 4 rod.

1 + 3 = 4

3 + 1 = 4

2 + 2-= 4

In discovering the subtraction facts let children work with
one two car txain at a time

rid
4 - 1= 3

4 - 2 =2

4 - 3 1
ChellenFe children to make a 3 car train for 4 and read story
they found.

2

+ 1+ 2= 4.

1 + 2 + 4.

2 + 1 + 1= 4



Prekindergarten = research Center

Lesson 22 Train Game for Five

A. Children make train using white rods.

+ 1+ + 1+ 1= 5

If the white rod is one, five white rods would be as long as
a yellow tIlich is the 5 rod.

13. Children make trains using two different colored rods.

C

+ 4 = 5
2 + 3 = 5

+ 1 5

3 + 2t= 5

. labtraction facts are discovered by children using a two car
train ana taking one of the rods away at a time.

5

D. Children make 3 car trains.

E. The addition law for zero could be introduced. The

a)Teacher....Letis start with nothing on our desk. 1, het name do
we give to the number which means none?" (Zero)

So we can say on chalkboard 6
Now lets add a 5 rod to it and place the yellow rod
on our table.
0 + 5 is how much? Whet do you have in front of
you?

0+5=5
b)At another time have children start with a 5 rod.

If we add zero to it whet wall you have in front of you?(5 rod only)
5 + 0,. 5

-26-
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Lessos 23 through 32 Train (lames for (6,7,8,940

;hildren s:lould have enough familiarity with name games to
proceld cn their own. it's a Food day's activity to find addition
facts for 6 and another day's activity to find subtraction facts
for 6!, aubtracticn facts need more teacher's guidance. Teacher
summaizes snd facts on chalkboard. Children can find sub -
tract[cn facts for three oar trains, too.

Examples:

.11.1

If a 1 rod is taken away, whet is left?

3 + + 6

6 - 1 3 + 2

Put the 1 rod back. l'his tire take a 2 rod away.

6 - 2 = 3 +

Put the 2 rod back. This time take away the 3 rod.

-27-
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Lesson 33 Twice Tales

"twice Tales" is a poem from the World of Christopher dobin
by Milne. Children have fun doing the twice tales with the rods.

Soy: A 1 rod end a 1 rod is as long se

[11.3 Write on board 1 4 1 At 2

A 2 rod and a 2 rod make .

write on bobrd 2 t 2-as 4

A 3 rod and a 3 rod make

writs on board 3 + 3 ='6

continue with rods and write: 4 ¢ 4 = 8

5 + 5 .2-- 10

Show the child the individual activity cards which they can use en
their own during choice time.

-28.
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Lesson 34 Fractions -

Ii' the concept of one half has been established in the math
proprnm, the rods illustrate this concept and gives the child a new
experience with fractions.

A. the punils-stert with any of the even number reds 6S a 4
(purple) rod. Teacher says:

"If this rod was cut into half, that means 2,V -c two parts
that are just the same, how long would half of the
for (4) rod be? show me with your rods.

Is t:.ere so:4ethinf you can do to prove the 2 (red) rcd crie

the 1t rod?

Notes work tcwnrds the concept that there are two 2's in four so
that cne 2 would be ono half of 4.

HI
We show this relationship by writing of It is 2

or in math language we write + 2,"

b. Children continue ani find one half of 2,6,8,l' 12, etc.

to c?Ildren: /Isk child to find i of the 3 rod? this
be shown with the rods? (no, because the
3 rod cannot be divided into two equal parts.)

_29-



Lesson 35... --.Fraction - 1/3

To show third, rods used should be multiple of threes as
3,6,;,12,etc.

A. Have child put a 6 (dark green) rod in front of him.
L'an you find three rods the same color that will make a
train as long as a 6 rod?

Yes, there are three red rods in 6. Lech red rod is one of
three parts which are the same. Le c'3 take one red rod away.
Since the red rod is one of three, we can say that the red rod is
one third of the dark green rod,

Write 1/3 x 2

bince there are now 2 red rods left under the dark green rod; how
many thirds are left? Yes, two of the thirds ere left.

I

2
ilee write the fraction two thirds 3. The three in the fraction

tells us the derk green rod was divided into three parts. The 2
in the fraction tells us we have two of these narts left.

1
B. Direct children to find 3 of c$12.

Challenge to Children: Can you find 3 of the 8 (brown) rod with
rods?

-30-
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Lesson 36 Fractions - 4, 3, r, 7, etc.
1

To illustrate the 4 fraction, use the 4 or the 8 rod and have
pupil find one of the four parts.

1
For 3 use the 5 rod and the 10 rod ane have pupils find one of

the five parts.
1

1 ."or r usv the 6 rca end the white rods. A white rod would be
N of the dark green cne. ..1



.1

Lesson 37..6...Conservation

Cuisenaire rods can he used to give the children en exercise
in conservation of surface area: objects placed on a surface can
be arranged in different ways without ch5riging the surface area.

A. Children select three rods (at a time) as q red, purple,
and dark green rod and make different groupings with them as:

b

d

With different groupings (s,b,c,d) before them ask children
one or more of the following questions: ,Imagine that the rods are
candy", 1) In which (group) would ycu have the most candy to eat?

What makes you think that?
2) In which would you rave less to eat?
3) In which would you have the same?

low could ycu prove it? Is there sometMng you could do to be sure?

B. exercise can be repeated increasing the number of rods used.

-32-
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Lesson 38 The 4aning of ;)pace

The meaning of space as defined by time is effectively demon-strated by the rod clock.

3:00 OtOlock

The children could arrange their rod3 in a paper plate to
represent the clock face.

-33-
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Lesson 39 Comparison

when objects are compared, they are the same size, larger than
or smaller than each other. In math we use symbols , to
show these relationships.

A. Perhaps the term "equals" is not in the kindergarten child's
vocabulary but he can readily understand things are the same.

nods the same color are the same so they are equal.

Write 2 = 2

Two red rods make a purple rod.

Write 2 + 2 4

Ilifferent color rods are not the same.

In math we show this relationship by the symbolr

write 5

A purple rod is not equal to a yellow rod.

Write 1 + 3 N.2 + 3

b. A (6) dark green rod is larger than a (5) yellow rod.

write 6> 5

The point of theme always points to the smaller number. We can !..xpress
this relationship anuther way since the (5) yellow rod is smaller
than the (6) dark preen rod.

Write 5G 6

Arein the point of the symbol points to the smaller number.

Examples: Choose the symbol to use with these rod stories. Put the
correct symbol in the box. Use rods.

L
39 1 ? ' + 2, 1 + 1[J2

.314-
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Lesson 40 L'irection

Let each unit in the rods represent one mile. '41ildren are
asked to travel s!vcific distances going, in the following direction
by using the rods. .41e hex is for child to put his finer at the
end of the rod showing direction and sArt hia new direction from
where his finger is eAch time.

1. Go North 2 miles (use red rod)*

2. Go East 3 miles (add licht green) ff=34

3. Go South 2 miles
iffg

(* shows where child pla-_!es finger each time.)

4. Go South L miles (use purple rod)

p
5, Go West 6 miles

I
It

6. Go South 2 miles
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